Guided Tree Climbing Adventures
Guided tree climbing adventures allow outdoor enthusiasts
to engage with trees and experience nature from a unique
perspective.









Explore and discover life in the canopy
Practice mindfulness while relaxing in the shade
Enjoy the view of the surrounding landscape
Learn to identify trees
Learn fun and useful knots
Discover a deeper connection with nature
Climb a tree which has yet to be explored by another person
Experience a unique outdoor adventure

Recreational tree climbing adventures with Treetop Explorer, LLC provide a
one-of-a-kind experience for individuals, couples, teams, groups and families.
Many of the trees we climb are between 100 and 200 years old, meaning some
of them started growing before Wisconsin became a state. Trees record
environmental history and reveal secrets to those who are fortunate enough to
sit quietly amongst their branches.
Previous climbing experience is beneficial but not necessary. The climbing
system, easy-to-understand directions and personal attention from our guides
has participants of all abilities ascending on their own within minutes.
Bring your sense of adventure!

Treetop Explorer climbing excursions provide an exciting and
memorable experience, introducing you to the freedom and joy of
exploring trees.
We provide all the equipment and instruction so you can climb and access trees as
easily as the arborists and researchers who do so on a daily basis. Your guides inspect
every tree we climb. They set new ropes as required in order to get you to the highest
point in the tree. Climbing along with our adventure guides enables you to explore at
your pace and allows us to work together to help you maneuver efficiently and reach
points you may not have though possible.
Itineraries:
HALF DAY: Tree time lasts about 3-4 hours.
- Bring a snack, book, camera, or journal!
- Schedule for a sunrise or sunset climb.
- Consider a full moon climb.
FULL DAY:
9:00am - Meet @ trail head
9:30am - Tree climbing
11:30am - Lunch (in tree or back on ground)
12:15pm - Knots for recreational and practical purposes OR Tree identification hike
2:30pm -Tree climbing
5:00pm - Return to trail head
OVERNIGHT:
DAY 1
3:00pm - 5:00pm- Arrive and set up camp
5:00pm - Nature hike with tree identification and lore
6:30pm - Tree climbing (tree remains set up for those wanting a sunset climb)
8:00pm - Knot tying & campfire tales
DAY 2
8:00am - Morning hike & animal watch
10:30am - Tree climbing
12:30pm - Revisit knots & tree ID
3:00pm – Head for home

- All excursions can be customized.
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